
WE ARE 
HIRING!
TAHMEF extends a warm invitation to join us on our journey 
in reshaping healthcare across Tanzania. Exciting career 
opportunities await individuals ready to make a difference:

1. Lead Psychotherapist (Full Time, Dar es Salaam)
2. Full Stack Engineer/Developer (Full Time, Dar es Salaam)
3. Accounts and Finance Officer (Remote/Part-Time)
4. Operations and Projects Management Officer (Full Time, Dar es Salaam)
5. PR, and Communications Specialist (Remote/Part-time)

At TAHMEF, we're driven by innovation, community-centric values, and the profound impact of collective efforts. 
Dive into projects like AHADI, TAHMEF Academy, and the NIA Platform that redefine the future of healthcare. 
If you're passionate about contributing to pioneering initiatives, where purpose meets passion, explore our roles.
Applications are open from December 11th to December 24th, 2023. Your journey to shape the future of 
healthcare starts here.

Seize the opportunity and become a part of the force reshaping healthcare for a brighter, healthier Tanzania!

Our Culture:
At TAHMEF, we thrive on innovation, community-centric principles, and a resolute dedication to collective 
impact. Immerse yourself in a collaborative environment where each team member contributes meaningfully 
to transformative projects such as AHADI, TAHMEF Academy, and NIA Platform.

Equal Opportunity :
TAHMEF proudly champions equality and diversity. As an equal opportunity employer, we are dedicated to 
creating an inclusive workplace that embraces candidates from all walks of life. Our commitment is to cultivate 
an environment where everyone has the opportunity to thrive.



WE ARE HIRING!

Qualifications: 

1. Master's degree in Clinical Psychology or a related field. 
2. Valid license or certification as a Psychotherapist. 
3. Proven experience in psychotherapy, with a focus on youth mental health. 
4. Excellent communication and interpersonal skills. 
5. Strong empathy and cultural sensitivity. 
6. Understanding of trauma-informed care principles.

THE VACANCY : LEAD PSYCHOTHERAPIST  
(Full Time, Dar es Salaam)

TAHMEF welcomes individuals to join its mission of revolutionizing healthcare in Tanzania 
through innovative initiatives. With a culture centered on innovation, community values, and 

a commitment to collective progress, we champion inclusivity as an equal opportunity 
employer, fostering a workplace that celebrates diverse backgrounds

Application Link: HERE 

For any inquiries or additional information, connect with us 
at info@tahmef.org . Our team is here to support you at every 

step of the application process.

https://forms.gle/4vUMoxFpfrocCR64A
info@tahmef.org


WE ARE HIRING!

Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or a related field. 
2. Proficiency in Flutter, Android, and iOS development.Additionally, 
    competence in other relevant languages and frameworks, including 
    but not limited to JavaScript, React, or Angular, is highly desirable.
3. Self-motivated with a passion for learning and a strong sense of initiative. 
4. Previous experience with chatbot development is advantageous. 
5. Understanding of UI/UX design principles. 
6. Knowledge of cloud computing and mobile app testing. 
7. Strong tech and business acumen. 
8. Agile mindset for dynamic project needs.

THE VACANCY : FULL STACK ENGINEER/DEVELOPER 
(Full Time, Dar es Salaam)

TAHMEF welcomes individuals to join its mission of revolutionizing healthcare in Tanzania 
through innovative initiatives. With a culture centered on innovation, community values, and 

a commitment to collective progress, we champion inclusivity as an equal opportunity 
employer, fostering a workplace that celebrates diverse backgrounds

Application Link: HERE 

For any inquiries or additional information, connect with us 
at info@tahmef.org . Our team is here to support you at every 

step of the application process.

https://forms.gle/P7iErLawQfT33VH56
info@tahmef.org


WE ARE HIRING!

Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor's degree in Accounting, Finance, or a related field. 
2. Proven experience in accounting or finance roles. 
3. Strong attention to detail and organizational skills. 
4. Ability to work independently. 
5. Excellent communication and interpersonal skills. 
6. Knowledge of financial analysis and proficiency in accounting 
    software. 
7. Knowledge of financial regulations. 
8. Agile mindset for versatile task engagement.

THE VACANCY : ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE OFFICER 
(Remote/Part-Time)

TAHMEF welcomes individuals to join its mission of revolutionizing healthcare in Tanzania 
through innovative initiatives. With a culture centered on innovation, community values, and 

a commitment to collective progress, we champion inclusivity as an equal opportunity 
employer, fostering a workplace that celebrates diverse backgrounds

Application Link: HERE 

For any inquiries or additional information, connect with us 
at info@tahmef.org . Our team is here to support you at every 

step of the application process.

https://forms.gle/Ao3gyGdwNb6WwgBT7
info@tahmef.org


WE ARE HIRING!

Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor’s degree in Business, Operations Management, 
    or related field. 
2. Proven experience in project management. 
3. Strong organizational and multitasking skills. 
4. Excellent communication and team collaboration abilities. 
5. Knowledge of project management software. 
6. Leadership skills with a problem-solving mindset. 
7. Agile mindset for versatile task engagement. 
8. Familiarity with healthcare operations (desirable). 

THE VACANCY: OPERATIONS AND PROJECTS MANAGEMENT 
OFFICER (Full Time, Dar es Salaam) 

TAHMEF welcomes individuals to join its mission of revolutionizing healthcare in Tanzania 
through innovative initiatives. With a culture centered on innovation, community values, and 

a commitment to collective progress, we champion inclusivity as an equal opportunity 
employer, fostering a workplace that celebrates diverse backgrounds

Application Link: HERE 

For any inquiries or additional information, connect with us 
at info@tahmef.org . Our team is here to support you at every 

step of the application process.

https://forms.gle/78Hjqo8R8fMHCFCG9
info@tahmef.org


WE ARE HIRING!

Qualifications: 

1. Bachelor's degree in communications, public relations, 
    marketing, or a related field. 
2. Excellent written and verbal communication skills in English. 
    Proficiency in Swahili is a plus. 
3. Proven ability to build and maintain relationships with 
    stakeholders, partners, and media outlets. 
4. Familiarity with digital marketing, social media management, 
    and content creation.
5. Ability to work independently, remotely, and adapt to a 
    fast-paced, evolving work environment. 
6. A creative mindset for developing engaging content and 
    promotional materials. 

THE VACANCY: PR, AND COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST 
(Remote/Part-time)

TAHMEF welcomes individuals to join its mission of revolutionizing healthcare in Tanzania 
through innovative initiatives. With a culture centered on innovation, community values, and 

a commitment to collective progress, we champion inclusivity as an equal opportunity 
employer, fostering a workplace that celebrates diverse backgrounds

Application Link: HERE Application Link: HERE 

For any inquiries or additional information, connect with us 
at info@tahmef.org . Our team is here to support you at every 

step of the application process.

https://forms.gle/rDzmgwE2US6xck1v7
info@tahmef.org

